
In recognition of the fact that gun handling, shooting and self-defense training have the potential to be inherently 
dangerous activities, and in consideration of MDFI Training, LLC, (hereinafter also referred to as MDFI) allowing me 
to participate in any MDFI event or MDFI hosted event, do hereby, for myself, heirs, executors, administrators, and 
assigns release MDFI Training, LLC, their owners, agents, employees, sub-contractors, families, and estates from any 
and all liability claims accruing to me as a result of the instruction, actions, and activities in all MDFI events or MDFI 
hosted events. 

Further, for myself, heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, I agree to hold harmless and covenant not to sue 
MDFI Training, LLC, their owners, agents, employees, sub-contractors, families, and estates from any and all liability 
to third parties as a result of my conduct or the conduct of another entity at all MDFI events or MDFI hosted events.

I understand that MDFI Training, LLC, and their owners, agents, employees, and sub-contractors are not responsible 
for any lost, damaged or stolen property or any loss of training that results from lost, damaged, defective, stolen or 
missing equipment, inclement weather, force majeure, or for any loss of training that results from my health or unsafe 
behavior. I understand that if I violate MDFI class policy by demonstrating unsafe behavior, that I may be excused 
from class with all funds forfeit and potential civil or criminal penalty.

I acknowledge that I may record video and audio for PERSONAL USE ONLY but cannot upload it to any online server 
or service and may not use it for commercial purposes without the permission of MDFI Training, LLC. I also agree not 
to use the MDFI curriculum or any part of MDFI classes for financial gain without the explicit written permission of 
MDFI Training, LLC.

By signing this release and hold harmless agreement, I agree to all of the above. 

______________________________________________________________________________
STUDENT (OR LEGAL GUARDIAN) SIGNATURE                                     DATE

        I am signing on behalf of a minor (age 17 and under) who I am the legal parent / guardian for

 __________________________________________________________
 LEGAL PARENT / GUARDIAN’S NAME – PLEASE PRINT NEATLY, MUST BE LEGIBLE

RELEASE & HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT

REQUIRED STUDENT INFORMATION

REQUIRED CREDENTIALS – FIREARMS CLASSES ONLY

______________________________________________________________________________
STUDENT’S FIRST NAME                      LAST NAME

______________________________________________________________________________ 
CLASS NAME        CLASS LOCATION   CLASS DATE

______________________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY CONTACT NAME        EMERGENCY CONTACT PHONE NUMBER 
 

ANY MEDICAL CONDITIONS MDFI NEEDS TO BE AWARE OF?  ____________________________________

       ____________________________________    No            Yes – Please Explain

Check Which One Applies – Show MDFI at Class Sign In:        CPL       LAW ENFORCEMENT       NOTARIZED NON-CPL FORM
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